Eating disorders. Highlights of nursing assessment and therapeutics.
Nurses providing care for individuals with eating disorders should identify and test the effectiveness of various milieu factors and nursing therapeutics employed in the treatment of these often-debilitating disorders. Nurses offer presence, role modeling, surveillance, and emotional and physiologic support while guiding reluctant patients to explore and experiment with new behaviors. Nurses provide flexibility, empathy, and rational limit setting in response to the unique and shifting needs of each patient. This interpersonal dynamic is often extremely different from that experienced in the patient's family of origin and, thus, contributes to the essential "interpersonal conditions" that are necessary for the patient to engage meaningfully in treatment. The prevalence of eating disorders suggests that nurses are likely to encounter people with eating disorders in many settings. Nurses should be skilled at spotting disordered eating among an array of clinical presentations (e.g., amenorrhea, disturbed family relationships, athletic injuries) because people engaged in disordered eating are hesitant to volunteer such information. In addition to the shame associated with disordered eating is the stigma associated with psychiatric treatment. Seeking help from a nurse may be perceived as less stigmatizing than seeking care from a psychiatrist. Thus, nurses may serve as important points of entry for the hesitant patient. The initial contact is so essential in setting the stage for the continuation and denouement of therapy. Finally, nurses and patients with disordered eating share at least one commonality. Both groups are predominantly women. The prevailing culture has been implicated repeatedly as a major factor in contributing to the prevalence of disordered eating. Nurses experience the influences of paternalism in their professional practice and confront daily the pressures of socially constructed feminine ideals. These gender-sensitive ways of knowing, which nurses bring to the treatment relationship, should be further analyzed as substantive dimensions with treatment and preventive potential.